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Abstract
The wireless access point (WAP) that will be used to support the wireless networks which built in
some both small and big instances important parameters to get the performance value of that equipment.
In the other hand, the amount of clients that can be access the equipment in the same time has been
not well-known or tested by some wireless network developers. In this paper, the writer considers
the problem about how many clients that can access a wireless network by a designated access point
without makes the connection problems, and identify some parameters that can influence the overall
performance of a wireless network. Furthermore, the problems is limited to the analysis of the data
stream which occurred on the wireless network and the maximum amount of the users or clients that
can access the whole wireless network resource without make any connection problems. Then, the
methodology to propose is how the experiment has set up, acquire the needed data and then analyzing
the captured data to make a conclusion about the wireless network used in the experiment.
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1 Introduction
At this time, the network technology grows very
quickly. Some technologies developed to help hu-
man beings to communicate between each other.
Initially, computer networks has only relied on ca-
ble based network technology, but slowly the tech-
nology has been abandoned in mobile comput-
ing and changed to the wireless network technol-
ogy. The wired network technology had been aban-
doned because of the less flexibility and higher cost
factors, despite of the dependences at the cable it-
self. Then, the use of wireless network technology
today is preferred by organizations or both small
and big instances, because of less cost used in com-
parison of the wired network technology. The other
benefit from wireless networks is the users have not
limited by room space and limitations only applied
by distance from a wireless access point, which
commonly used access point has 100 feet or 30
meter radius of transmission distance limit. Those
things make the wireless network technology has
still growing rapidly. Wireless network technology
or abbreviated as Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity) has al-
ready used in some public areas such as depart-
ment stores, libraries, restaurants, even almost edu-
cation institutions as universities has own their Wi-
Fi systems to support their learning process. One
of the important parts in Wi-Fi system is a wire-
less access point, because the network users can at-
tach their wireless equipments to access the whole
network. The wireless access point or WAP is an
equipment that enables the wired communication
equipments to connect into wireless network us-
ing Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or other international stan-
dards. WAPs usually connected to the router and
relays the data between the wireless equipments
(such as computers or printers) and other wired
equipments that connected on the network. WAP
has been built to support the data transmitting and
receiving which uses the radio frequency waves.
The well-known wireless network frequency stan-
dards defined by the IEEE (Institute of Electron-
ics and Electrical Equipment) organization, where
the most commonly used is the IEEE 802.11 stan-
dards which consists of 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g
and the latest 802.11n standards. Those stan-
dards have some differences on the platform spec-
ification, power consumption and the data transfer
method. [6] Each IEEE 802 standard shall have a
distinct identity. To achieve this, each authorized
project shall be, substantially different from other
IEEE 802 standards. IEEE 802.11 does not cur-
rently cover license-exempt operation below 1 GHz
Table 1: Existing Standards and Project
Source : IEEE Mentor (doc.:IEEE
802.11-10/0001r86)
in Smartgrid bands, but operates at substantially
higher data rates than 802.15.4g. [4]
In this paper, the experiments has been com-
pleted and is known the maximum amount of users
that can access an access point and the related
influence about network speed and data transfer
speed.
1.1 Related Works
There are some previous researches that describes
the performance of wireless networks. In the pa-
per with title "Enabling Mobile WAP Gateways us-
ing Mobile IP" [2], Wireless Application Protocol
(WAP) is a protocol stack with a focus on the wire-
less environment that designed to work optimally
with all wireless carriers. However, WAP does
not provide consideration for each component ar-
chitecture (Client, Server or Gateway) which will
be roaming between network operators and Inter-
net domain administration. In this paper, exper-
iments conducted to show that the mobile WAP
Gateway can be realized with the help of Mo-
bile IP. Paper Facilitating Access Point Selection in
IEEE 802.11Wireless Networks [7] has suggests a
methodology to estimate the upstream (where the
client uploads some data with the data transfer
speed up to 64 kbps) and downstream (where the
client downloads some data with the ADSL connec-
tion up to 512 kbps transfer speed) bandwidth be-
tween a client and an access point based from de-
lay measurement that mentioned by IEEE 802.11
standards, with an accurate result under some con-
ditions. On other hand, paper Localized Access
Point Selection in Infrastructure Wireless LAN[5]
describes a research to balance the load between
each access point in a network that has a purpose
to maximize total load between some related ac-
cess point. The "Educational Mobile IP Simulator"
[3] paper aims to design a simulator that shows all
operational activities Mobile IP protocol to facilitate
the understanding of the protocol, and the results
obtained from this experiment is based on a survey
of 65% using these simulations and the participants
found it easier learn and understand about the con-
cept of mobile IP operations. Then, A Framework
for Mobility and Flat Addressing in Heterogeneous
Domains [8] paper, basically, the service offered
nowadays provides end-to-end communication us-
ing a global and hierarchical addressing space, i.e.,
a unique address (IP) for both localization and
identification functions. A common view present in
the current literature is that a homogeneous inter-
networking protocol as represented today by the IP
protocol is no more convenient for supporting the
introduction of new services. The today’s require-
ments for mobility and security emphasize the need
of a new internetworking architecture to permit the
interconnection of independent domains. The main
points to make a new approach for the Internet ar-
chitecture viable are the separation of identity and
localization, the creation of overlay networks for in-
troducing new control plane functionalities and the
adoption of new routing strategies for these over-
lay networks. This paper contributes in this direc-
tion by discussing a framework that instantiates a
new interconnection architecture for autonomous
and heterogeneous domains as proposed in the con-
text of the Ambient Network Project [1]. Develop-
ment of Wireless Access Point is one of the develop-
ment of wireless network system, according to the
paper A Performance Comparison of User and Ac-
cess Point based Artificial Immune Systems for in-
trusion detection on a Wireless Local Area Network
[1] the development of wireless network systems
can threaten the security of components, therefore
this paper aims to detect and protect the network
by using Artificial Immune Systems (AIS). There is
no paper discussed in depth about method to calcu-
late the number of client in a WAP (Wireless Access
Point). This issue is important for WAP (Wireless
Access Point) that used for public service. In public
service area, the number of WAP should be consid-
ered depand on number of client.
Experiment Parameters Results
Minimum: 900 kbps
Download speed (idle) Maximum: 1.2 Mbps
Average: 1.02 Mbps
Minimum: 850 kbps
Download speed (ping) Maximum: 1.0 Mbps
Average: 905 kbps
Minimum: 550 kbps
Download speed (small load) Maximum: 950 kbps
Average: 602.5 kbps
Minimum: 392 kbps
Download speed (full load) Maximum: 600 kbps
Average: 495.4 kbps
Table 2: Maximum Clients Measurement Results
pose which have 54 Mbps maximum data rate and
2.4 2.4835 GHz frequency range that complied the
IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11g standards, despite
of 10/100 Mbps LAN connection. The experiment
is taken in two conditions which each condition has
set to be run in 10 minutes, the first experiment is
taken when the access point is idle or not in a load
to know how many users can connect to the des-
ignated access point and the second experiment is
taken when the access point has fully loaded by the
download stream between the users or the clients
and the server which act as the provider of the files
to find out the real value of the defined parameters
that has already been set before. When the experi-
ment has occurred, the server runs the network an-
alyzer program known the amount of data packets
that has been accepted and the users or clients exe-
cute ping command to know the availability of the
designed network and the server. In the other hand,
the server starts hypertext and file transfer services
(HTTP and FTP), with TCP (Transmission Control
Protocol) has enabled so that the clients can down-
load provided file from the server to test the data
transfer rate of the wireless network while down-
loading and examine the influence with other users
connected on the same time.
Definitions of the test parameters:
1. Maximum users connected is the maximum
amount of users that can connect to the net-
work in the idle, ping, small load and full load
condition.
2. Because many of the network users use the
network for downloading activity, the down-
load data transfer speed has measured where
the client downloading data from the server
by viewing the download progress on the net-
work analyzer software, which measured in
megabytes per second (Mbps).
The overall experiment has taken ten times, which
each experiment done in 10 minutes in four condi-
tions: when the network is idle or no activity from
the users, when the users execute ping command to
Experiment Parameters Results
Minimum: 10 users
Max users connected (idle) Maximum: 13 users
Average: 11 users
Minimum: 8 users
Max users connected (ping) Maximum: 13 users
Average: 10 users
Minimum: 7 users
Max users connected (small) Maximum: 11 users
Average: 9 users
Minimum: 1 user
Max users connected (full) Maximum: 3 users
Average: 2 users
Table 3: Network and Data Transfer Speed
Maesurement Result
the server, when the users downloading small size
files (such as documents or music files) or small
load condition, and finally when the users down-
loading large size files (such as videos) or full load
condition. Then, after acquiring the data, the writer
had been calculated the minimum, maximum and
average parameter values in each condition. The
result have been obtained there at the Table 2 and
3.
Results showed, the maximum number of users
or clients that can be accessed the network is de-
pend on the activity of the users. From Figure 1,
there are four conditions of activity from low level
until the highest one (ping to full load condition),
where the low level condition with low activity al-
lows more users to connect the network than the
higher activities inside it. Then, the download data
transfer speed is also depend on the activity of the
users. From Figure 2, there are four conditions of
activity from low level until the highest one (ping
to full load condition), where the low level con-
dition with low activity allows more faster down-
load speed than the higher activity where both user
downloading and simultaneosly
Figure 1: Graph of the Maximum Clients and
Download Data Transfer Speed on Idle, Ping, Small
Load and Full Load Conditions
4 Conclusion
In this work, the writer model a plain wireless net-
work which has designed to be loaded by some
users at the same time, then analyze the factors that
can influence the wireless network’s performance of
an access point, and propose several methods to get
how many amount of the data transfer rate resulted
when a user downloads files in different sizes and
then comparing the acquired data so that the anal-
ysis and result can be composed to make a conclu-
sion that the wireless network is getting unstable
when users was downloading some files that pro-
vided by the server simultaneously, so that the de-
signed wireless network can only support 11 users
in average that can connect the access point with-
out suffering any connection problems when the ac-
cess point is idle, and also support 2 users in aver-
age when the access point is in full load condition.
5 Future Work
Based on experiment result that have been taken,
the writer concludes that the performance of a
wireless access point is depended by the specifica-
tion from the designed access point which used and
the number of users that expected to access the net-
work simultaneously.
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